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Justice Scorned (A Hell Hath No Fury
Thriller Book 2)

***Warning ~ book contains some graphic violence***In the aftermath of Nina Giordano's murder;
the love of her life, Alex is blackmailed into sharing her home, her daughter and her bed with the
psychopath responsible.Amidst the abuse and terror of living with FBI Director Megan Kelly, Alex
vows for the sake of her daughter, to get out from under Megâ€™s control one way or another. She
joins forces with attorney, Amy Pannuzzelli in search of the evidence of the horrific and senseless
murder of Nina and her brother, Nick. The search leads the pair to embark on a relationship that
ends before it begins when a new neighbor catches Alexâ€™s attention. Her similarities to Nina
begin to pull Alex closer and closer to the mysterious stranger who quickly captureâ€™s not only
Alexâ€™s heart but that of her daughter. Unbeknownst to Alex, her new neighbor has an agenda of
her own; she too is searching for the evidence that with tie Meg to her grizzly crimes with the help of
CIA Operative Jennifer Lawless. Their clandestine agenda will need to be fast tracked if their
identity is to remain a secret. Will they be able to find the evidence necessary to finally bring Megan
Kelly to justice before time runs out for Alex and Nina?
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I read â€œFallout â€œ(A Hell Hath No Fury book #1) with some trepidation because of the violence
warning, but ended up really liking it even though at times it was heart wrenching so I went right into
book #2 â€œJustice Scornedâ€•. I am waiting for #3Honestly I would not say that itâ€™s the most
believable plot, but none-the-less, it a good read. I suspected towards the end of book #1 that Nina
was going to survive, so book #2 is primarily about her recovery and journey back to Alex when she
does and then what it takes for her to rescue Alex from Meg.As much as I have enjoyed both books,
I really wish that Jen would have just put a bullet in Megâ€™s head and hope that after whatever
happens in book 3 that Meg will forever no longer be a threat!!! That women is evil!

I enjoyed this book so much that I finished it in one day. You should read "Fallout" before reading
"Justice Scorned" to fully understand what Nina and Alex have gone through. Not as intense as the
first book but still keeps you at the edge of your seat. Can't wait to read more from this author.

Thank you Ms Marra for this sequel.....loved it! Now am waiting for the 3rd installment. This book
was well written which kept me on the edge from start to finish...had to read it in one sitting, I just
couldn't put it down lol. Oh, and the scene where Alex was at the cemetery, brought tears to my
eyes.

What can I say, love it...Once I started reading it I couldnt put it down...it has its OMG moments..&
the wipe your eyes moment.. your mind may tell you what to think but your heart may tell what you
feel... â™¡â™¡â™¡â™¡â™¡ great job....:)

Michelle Marraâ€‹ 's second in the Hell Hath no Fury series is Justice Scorned and is every bit as
intense as the first. From page one it grabs you and pulls you into the story in such a way that it
makes you feel the same fear, anxiety, and pain as the main characters. I loved how this one played
out and the ending left me, once again, hanging by a cliff from my fingernails. Marra really does
know how to play the suspense like a fine instrument. Well written, realistic with characters you love
and love to hate. Highly recommend!

Second book of a trilogy will leave you wanting more...As gritty and graphic as the first, journey
through the emotions of remembering events that one shouldn't have to live through once let alone
a second time, fighting everything and everyone to get back to the one you love and the child that
you have never met. All the while trying to get revenge on the one person that took it all away from

you to begin with... You will feel every emotion that the characters feel and you will want to read
more but you will have to wait....

I thoroughly loved this sequel to Fallout. I waited for wit it be released and it took so long, I re-read
Fallout so I could be completely up to speed when I went into this one. I only wish Michelle wrote
faster. Now I have to wait to wait for the next sequel. Hurry, hurry

If you liked Fallout, you will enjoy Justice Scorned even more. once you start reading it, you can't
put it down. It keeps you on the edge of your seat wondering what is going to happen next. I am
looking forward to reading book 3 when it comes out. I gave this book a 5 star rating. I just loved it.
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